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Abstract
Modularity is an area of research with lots of applications that is slowly beingused in services of different companies ranging from product to sales pro-cess. The use of service design methodologies is needed to implement themodular concepts in a product or service. This can be quite challenging with-out proper methodology and knowledge in how to research to achieve thedesired result.
This study explores how experiential elements of fiber casting modular tech-nology can be used to improve and demonstrate modular concepts in thecase company’s sales process. The exploration of experiential elements is im-portant as they can increase the user experience of the product and salesprocess, which can lead to more sales and a more personalized sales experi-ence. Modular concepts are investigated and followed to understand how tobest describe them in the sales process.
This thesis begins by analyzing the modularity concepts, competition in thefiber casting product area and service design methods. Then it proceeds totalk about the state-of-art literature that exists in service modularity fol-lowed by the methods used. Interviews with four sales professionals werecarried out to better investigate the experiential aspects of the sales process.
As an outcome of this study and interviews, a prototype tool was developedthat presents the experiential element of the fiber casting modular technol-ogy and presents modular concepts in a simple way. This tool will be used toidentify the needs of customers early in the sales process of the case com-pany’s modular products.
The findings suggest that experiential aspects such as visual sales materialhave a positive impact and can be beneficial for the sales process in terms ofidentifying the needs of the customers much quicker and more effectively.Additionally, they suggest the further use of modularity concepts in the salesprocess as those were presented in the literature review.
Keywords modularity, service modularity, service design, UX design, configuratortool, sales process, sales material
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, numerous companies, focusing on being more sustainable, aredeveloping technologies to be competitive in the new emerging market. Somecompanies are focusing on manufacturing fiber-based packaging products.One way to create fiber-packaging products is by implementing the conceptof modularity. When building products, modularity refers to the method ofdecomposing a complex product into separate components (Marion, 2010).Modularity is an important area of research and business applications sinceit allows for product and service flexibility and customizability, which canlead to faster lead generation, sales, and product development. Currently,however, there are no solutions on the market that approach product modu-larity from a sales perspective.
This thesis aims to explore various approaches to improving the experienceof a fiber casting machine and plant technology for the different stakeholdersinvolved, throughout the sales process of these products. This topic is im-portant as it aims to investigate how experiential elements of modular tech-nology and service design methods can contribute to the sales process.
1.1 Case Company
The case company is an established international company providing prod-ucts and services for the paper and pulp industries. The case company is pres-ently working on building new modular products that are going to be used inpulp and paper industrial sites and modular characteristics and provides cer-tain degree of flexibility to the case company and its customers. It created amultidisciplinary project to explore three different aspects of modularity:plant, machine, and sales.
The case company aims to research the use of modular products with the goalto address the arising sustainability market needs as well as offer better prod-ucts and experience for its customers. This thesis explores modularity froma sales and service design perspective while combining aspects and infor-mation from the works of the other two theses.
1.2 Goal of Thesis
The goal of this thesis is to investigate methods of enhancing the experienceof a fiber-casting machine and plant for different stakeholders involved in thesales process.  In practice the aim is to define an improved understanding ofthe customer journey and the sales process with a corresponding tool to pre-sent the technical concepts in the sales process.
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Furthermore, several research questions (RQ) are formed, as seen below, toaddress the topic of the thesis:
RQ1: What is the effect of visual sales material on the customer in the salesprocess of a newly developed fiber casting machine?
RQ2: Who the stakeholders are, their characteristics, and what do they con-sider to be valuable?
The research questions shown above connect to the topic of product modu-larity and sales since RQ1 aims to explore the effect of sales material in fibercasting machine and RQ2 investigates the stakeholders who are involved inthe sales process of the modular products presented in this study. Also, theRQs connect to the case company by defining the experiential aspects (visualsales material, stakeholder characteristics) of the modular technology. In ad-dition, both RQs connect since they explore the modular concepts of fibercasting technology from different sales viewpoints, the RQ2 with an under-standing of the stakeholders and RQ1 with how those stakeholders compre-hend those sales materials. Those RQs were chosen to be investigated sincethe goal of this thesis was to explore how experiential aspects can be used ina modular technology context.
Moreover, this thesis will research and discover answers to the RQs by ex-ploring the modular concepts to better understand them. Also, it will re-search the state-of-the-art to see the research outcomes, arguments, and con-structs of the service modularity area. It will follow service design methodol-ogies to help in the exploration and understanding of the topic as well as theformulation of artifacts relevant to the study and the RQs.
As soon we have reached the aim of the study, we can begin with the evalua-tion of the sales pitch and its monitoring. However, these items require thatwe have defined the sales process and information that supports it as well asmaterial to define sales pitch. Those are two areas of sales pitch evaluationand monitoring of customer experience are depicted in the questions below.
What is the effect of a created sales pitch on the customer experience?
What are ways that the sales process can be monitored to improve both thecustomer and salesperson experience?
Additionally, this study aims to assist the case company to explore new tech-niques of selling similar innovative products in the future. Later in this thesis
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there is a discussion on future recommendations to consider as well as thelimitations of the study.
1.3 Structure of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: The following chapterdiscusses the literature and definitions around modularity, applications ofmodularity and service design. Chapter 3 presents the methodology used toexplore and understand the concepts. Whereas, Chapter 4 shows the resultsproduced as an outcome of the study, how these results were produced, aswell as responses to the research questions. Chapter 5 discusses the results,their limitations, and possible improvements for the future that the casecompany would need to take into consideration. Finally, Chapter 6 presentsa summary of the work of this thesis.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Modularity
This section includes background information on modularity, the modularityconcepts, the market the case company utilizes and its competition in thatmarket as well as its benefits and challenges.
2.1.1 Definition
Many researchers define modularity in their own way. This occurs due to thevarious ways the concept of modularity can be defined in the different fields.Each field utilizes it in its own way to achieve the best possible result (prod-uct, service, design, software, architectural structure, etc.).
According to Wang and Zhang (2018), modularity, with respect to designinga product, is defined as a system with components that can be changed toreduce complexity. Sanchez and Mahoney (1996) share a similar understand-ing of the concept, defining it as a flexible structure with multiple levels ofcomponents that can be reconfigured in different ways to create new prod-ucts.
Gentile (2013) defines a modular architecture as a system that is composedof multiple components having specific properties; components having com-patible and consistent behavior; components having similar size and com-plexity; components being interchangeable.
Modularity can also be detected in software engineering with Sullivan, Gris-wold, Cai and Hallen defining modularity, with respect to designing software,as a system with multiple modules and the capability of constantly searchingfor superior alternatives and deciding whether to keep or replace the cur-rently selected module.
Finally, modularity is found even in modern digital services, such as AmazonWeb Services (AWS) with Stoffer, Widjaja and Zacharias (2018) defining ser-vice modularity as the capability of a system (service), which is comprised ofdifferent, independently created modules, to perform a specific operation. Inthat case, the service (AWS) which analyzes large data is split into variousservice modules, namely frameworks (Amazon Elasticsearch Service, etc.)and databases (Amazon DynamoDB, etc.).
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In the context of this thesis, sales modularity is defined as the capability toexplain and sell a whole product, or parts that constitute it, to a customer aspart of an offered service.
2.1.2 Benefits
There are numerous reasons why modularity is important for the fiber-cast-ing machine project. Pine (1993) states that creating modular componentsthat can be reconfigured into various products and services, minimizes costsand allows for maximum personal product customization.

Wu, Song, and Whang (2021), modularity provides a method to accuratelyorganize a system and therefore provide flexibility, variety, structure, andclarity when personalizing the product. The same authors also mention thatit provides a way to easily create multiple repetitive components, which aimto add customers’ specifications during the product creation process.
Furthermore, Kuderer (2006) states that modularity can support organi-zations in six particular areas, namely: product development and design, var-iance, production, quality, and after-sales.
In product development and design, it can reduce development costs andresource requirements by creating shorter development times while reducingmodule redesign, which can be extremely time consuming.  What is more, asa result, it allows for the company’s modular products to launch faster on themarket compared to the competition, while at the same time being flexible tochanges to a product or customer requirement level.
Regarding variance, it allows the organization to create a large variety ofproduct designs since the different modules can be replaced or added to thealready existing product. This gives customers the freedom to create productsthat ultimately meet their needs.
When dealing with production, modularity allows for lower productioncosts as product complexity decreases and manufacturing becomes less de-manding. Additionally, it provides for the possibility of having parallel eventswhen assembling and manufacturing the products.
Besides, modularity could result in a solution of higher quality as the end-product is composed of multiple modules, which can be tested and developedindependently, therefore creating fewer final product defects and returns,while providing higher customer satisfaction.
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What is more, the same author points out that modularity can also be uti-lized after the sale of the product to the customer has been finalized. This isachieved as the organization can easily update, replace, or perform mainte-nance on each existing module separately, when required, according to eachmodule’s life cycle. This provides the company with flexibility as well as moreways to sell future developments to the same product, as they do not have tofocus on one product.
Finally, Offermars (2004) points out that the life cycle of a modular prod-uct can be extended, since its modules can be reused, replaced, or repaired.Modularity allows products to easily adapt to up-to-date technologies sincethe changes that need to be made can be progressive and only accomplishedsimultaneously on one or two modules.

2.1.3 Challenges
While modularity appears to be a promising methodology for different mar-kets, one might question why all products and processes are not modular.The reason mainly lies in the several challenges that stakeholders involved inthe product creation process need to take into consideration when wishing tocreate a modular product.

Kexin (2004) suggests that for designers it is difficult to design modularsystems since they need firstly to have a very thorough understanding of theoverall process then to create design specifications that would enable themodules involving the product to work as one. The challenging part thoughis that those specifications, which need to be identified in advance, are inde-pendent of the modules. A further challenge is that the designers and engi-neers working on one product variant need to ensure that any new ideas orconcepts also apply to the older variant and its modules.
Lau, Yam, and Tang (2011) point out several disadvantages of modularityon product innovation. The first of them being that when building an inno-vative product, the various development teams in charge of the differentmodules overly concentrate on each module separately, thus, resulting in lesscoordination, leading to a reduction in the important knowledge-sharing as-pect amongst them.
Another possible drawback of modularity is that while creating productswith modules selected by users is highly innovative, it can be rather expensiveas users tend to become overwhelmed with the number of available modules.Additionally, non-expert users may face difficulty when selecting modules fora modular product due to its complexity and their lack of knowledge, and will
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therefore decide to either choose the options familiar to them, the defaultoptions, or do nothing.

Figure 1: Benefits and Limitations of Modularity in different phases of aproduct (Sonego et al. 2018)
Sonego, Echeveste, and Debarba (2018) mention that while modularityhas many benefits, they argue that it can have limitations in the production,use, and disposal processes of a product. Their research focuses on how mod-ularity can affect sustainable design.
In the production phase, they suggest that the choice of a modularizationmethod is a complex task since there are many available existing and devel-oping methods. Furthermore, understanding how to apply a method and de-sign a modular product is time-consuming and would require expert assis-tance, which is not always available.
In the use phase, they point out how modularity may face difficulties withuser acceptance. They suggest that users perceive modular products or prod-ucts with upgraded systems as being of inferior performance, less durable,less reliable and obsolete. That raises the question of how modularity can bepresented and appreciated by users, even among those who understand itsbenefits.
Finally, the authors refer to the lack of studies currently available, whichdocument how modularity can be used to achieve a reduction in the disposalphase of the environmental burden. This does not necessarily suggest thatmodularity is not sustainable, but rather that there is an apparent lack of sup-port in applying such tools due to the complexity involved in understandingand implementing a modularity method. Therefore, stakeholders utilizingmodularity methods should also take into consideration that when beingused they can have a positive environmental impact.
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2.1.4 Market Potential
Modularity can be applied in many different markets. The case companycould reap projected benefits if it chooses to operate its fiber-casting machineand plant in the molded fiber product market (MFP), which falls under thepackaging market. Smithers (2020) reports that the global packaging marketwas valued at $917 billion in 2019 and will reach $1.05 trillion by 2024 witha compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 2.8%. The plastic packaging mar-ket as seen below in Figure 2, which is the focus of MFPs was estimated to beworth around $375 million in 2022.

Figure 2: Distribution of Global Packaging Market in 2022 (Metsä Board ar-ticle on the market to their investors)
In the article “The Impact of a Green To-Go”, 2020, Steve Roberts definesmolded fiber as a type of raw material that is both renewable and sustainable,which could consist of either wood pulp or plant materials, such as wheatstraw, bamboo, etc. A report by Future Market Insight (FMI), 2021 estimatedthe global MFP in 2021 to be over $7.7 billion with a CAGR of 5.1% between2021 and 2031. Another report by Data Bridge Market Research 2021 sug-gests that the global MFP market will grow to approximately $5.61 billion by2029 with a CAGR of 4.82% as seen in Figure 3.
Based on the report by FMI, Canada is anticipated to hold 12% of the totalmarket in North America by 2031 due to Hartmann Canada Inc.'s strategicmoves in that specific market. Furthermore, they expect that Germany willhold more than 20% of the Western Europe market between 2021 and 2031.
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Moreover, they believe that China will account for 40% of the Asia-Pacificmarket, excluding the Japan region, with India around 25% of that market.

Figure 3: Graph showing estimated growth of the global MFP market in dif-ferent regions (Data Bridge Market Research, 2021)
FMI also reports that trays (type of molded fiber pulp packaging) will ac-count for 34% of the market until 2031. The reason is that they are light-weight and allow for 25% less consumption of material when compared toother existing solutions. Additionally, the FMI report points out that Transfermolded pulp products, which are products having a wall thickness between3 and 5mm, are expected to hold 50% of the market. That specific sector isexpected to perform so well, due to it targeting primarily the food and bever-age market, which is expected to be the major end-user of the global MFPmarket. Finally, the FMI report suggests that primary packaging will capture70% of the market between 2021 and 2031. The reason behind that being thatsuch type of packaging has great qualities regarding product breaking andwear and tear.

2.1.5 Competition
As shown in the previous subsection, the global MFP market is immense andexpected to increase significantly in the next decade.  Numerous companies,including the case company, are beginning to launch solutions to address thegrowing interest in that market.  Most companies in the market producepackaging without providing a machine and/or plant along as a solution. Thissubsection will focus on organizations that provide a machine and/or plantas well, as a solution for their respective customers.
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One of the competitors in this sector is Kiefel, a company based in Ger-many that specializes in the design and manufacture of plastics processingand has a client in the medical, refrigeration, and packaging industries. Kiefelprovides various products and applications for the packaging industry. Theysell different types of thermoforming machines that can create differentproducts. Thermoforming in this context refers to a manufacturing methodduring which plastic is pressed with heat into a specific shape inside a moldand then cut into the desired product of choice. Kiefel has several types ofmachines that can produce different products, such as trays, cups, or naturalfiber products having waterproof, heat–resistant, or biodegradable packag-ing qualities.

Figure 4: Image showing the Kiefel NATUREFORMER KFT 90 Fiber CastingMachine (Kiefel, 2021)
Kiefel provides an all-around solution for their customers from beginningto end. This means they have clear, pre-determined steps from the momentthe fiber arrives at the plant to when the final product is produced and leavesthe plant. They provide fiber preparation machines with Kiefel NA-TUREPREP KFP – Kiefel Fiber Preparation, which takes in the natural fiberand converts it to pulp and other materials. Additionally, they provide fiber-casting machines with Kiefel NATUREFORMER KFT coming in differentsizes, which process the pulp and convert it into the desired product of choicefor the customer.
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Figure 5: Image showing an inside view of the different processes of theKiefel NATUREFORMER KFT Fiber Casting Machine (Kiefel, 2021)
As seen in Figures 4 and 5 the Kiefel fiber-casting machine includes pro-cesses that convert pulp into a product having certain quality standardswhich is automatically assembled into stacks that are ready to be packagedand sent to locations where end customers can purchase them. It is a com-plete solution that puts into practice the concept of modularity as seen inFigure 5 with the different processes such as Hot-Press, Quality Inspection,etc. being easily adjustable. However, compared to the case company solu-tion, presented briefly in the next chapter, it lacks some modules that can becustomized for various products, which the customer might need.
Another competitor is UFP Technologies, based in the United States ofAmerica, which provides molded fiber packaging solutions for their custom-ers. UFP Technologies, as a $100 million public traded company, has a strongpresence in North America with production capacity and resources. What ismore, based on information provided on their website, they manufacturesolely in the USA and have partnerships in Asia and Europe for customersthat want to scale their project.
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Figure 6: Part of the fiber-casting machine that produces egg trays (UFPTechnologies, 2021)
The engineering and fabrication process of UFP Technologies does not in-clude any information regarding their fiber-casting machine, only infor-mation on their process from initial design concept to production. As can beseen in figure 6, it appears that they utilize a fiber-casting machine to producetheir molded fiber products. However, their solution appears not to utilizethe concept of modularity in the same way that Kiefel does.
Another competitor with a global presence is Parason Group, a companylocated in India that manufactures supplies paper and pulp machinery.  Par-ason provides an array of solutions to accommodate the production MFPsfrom pulpers to cleaners to deflakers to molded fiber production line ma-chines. Their focus is on producing sustainable and biodegradable Tablewareproducts utilizing various types of raw materials, such as agricultural waste,sugarcane leftover, fiber, etc.
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Figure 7: Molder Fiber Production Line Plant (Parason Group, 2021)
Parason’s MFP machine as seen in Figure 7 above includes a simple form-ing station, which means an area where the pulp is input and thermoformedinto the desired product of the customer’s choice.  As observed in Figure 7,Parason’s approach toward modularity is different from Kiefel’s discussedabove. Their MFP machine does not include modules that are present in theplant, as seen in Figure 7, such as the mold and trimming stations. Therefore,their machine is not truly modular, but rather their plant follows aspects ofmodularity.
Furthermore, another competitor operating in the MFP market isHuhtamäki, a publicly-traded company from Finland with a presence world-wide. Huhtamäki produces many different types of products such as cups,lids, containers, trays, as well as forming machines that can make those prod-ucts. The machines they produce solely focus on making different productsbased on their specifications as well as integrating with already existingequipment in the customer’s production facilities. Their forming machinesdo not include any concept of modularity or additional modules such as pulp-ers, quality inspection, and automation units.
Finally, the last major competitor in the MFP market is PulPac based inSweden, which utilizes a more recent innovation called Dry Molded Fiber(DMF) for which they currently hold patents in Europe, the USA, and a fewAsian and South American countries. DFP is a manufacturing technologywhere the drying process of the molded pulp is ten times faster, more energy-
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efficient, does not rely on water resources, and produces up to 90% lowerCO2 emissions compared to plastic.

Figure 8: Image containing all modules of the Fiber casting machine PulPacModule PU300 (PalPac, 2021)
The company is currently focusing on cutlery and has created the PulPacModula PU300 as a modular production line solution to create MFPs. Thefiber-casting machine of PulPac includes different modules as observed inFigure 8. The solution shares similarities with Kiefel’s modular machine. Thegreat innovations of PulPac’s fiber-casting machine are its patented technol-ogy, which converts pulp into separate fibers using air, and the fact all non–used material is recycled therefore achieving very high material efficiency.However, their solution does not include some modules that the case com-pany has.  What is more, it is currently limited to the production of cutlery.

2.2 Service Design
This section includes information on service design, its definition, principles,and how it is used in the project as well as a literature review that uses aspectsof service design that are related to this thesis.
2.2.1 Definition
The concept of service design has evolved and been used more extensively inthe last decade with the rise and presence of more advanced technology.However, prior to providing the definition of what “service design” is andwhere it originated from, it is of vital importance firstly to define what a ser-vice is. According to Nielsen Norman (NN) Group, a service can be definedas “an exchange between entities to access intangible solutions without
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claiming ownership, such as transportation, hospital treatment, water,electricity, etc”.
The concept of “service design” originated from Lynn Shostack in 1982 as“a method for organizations to organize and understand their internal pro-cesses and how those work together to make the organization as a wholemore resilient and adapt faster towards arising opportunities in their re-spective market”.
NN Group defines “service design” as “the process that occurs within anorganization with the purpose to organize and direct its resources so thatthe experience of employees and customers is enhanced”. While the Interac-tion Design Foundation (IDF) defines the concept from a different perspec-tive that “service design” “is a method that allows designers to create solu-tions aimed at all the stakeholders involved in a particular service that leadto improved experiences”.

2.2.2 Principles, Benefits & Methods
Service Design has several components, principles, and methods that an or-ganization could follow to achieve action-oriented insights. Marc Stickdornand Jakob Schneider (2010) believe that there are five basic principles thatall services following the Service Design methodology need to have. Namely,these principles are that the service should be:

 user-centered which stipulates that the organization is required toconduct research on their different stakeholders to understand theirpoint of view and include this in the final, deliverable design.
 co-created which proposes creating the solution together with thestakeholders and receiving feedback from them on the design alongthe process.
 sequenced which focuses on dividing the entire service into different,smaller user journeys with the goal of better designing the entire pro-cess.
 evidenced which refers to having a vision as to how the users wouldexperience the service and trying to make it comprehensible, clear,and simple for them.
 holistic which describes the concept of designing the whole service ex-perience based on the perspectives of all stakeholders.
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Figure 9: Components of Service Design and how they are used in the cus-tomer journey by Nielsen Norman Group (Sarah Gibbons, 2017)
What is more, there are several components that every service shouldidentify which are useful in the design process. These components are peoplealso known as actors, props, and processes. The first component, “actors”,requires that all stakeholders be identified; the people who design the service,the clients whom the service is for, the end-users that will use the service, aswell as any individual that is influenced by the service. The second compo-nent, “props”, refers to any type of physical or virtual environment, object, or
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product that is vital to creating and delivering the service. Finally, the thirdcomponent “processes” concerns all the methods utilized by the people cre-ating the service as well as all the tasks the end-user or client performs alongthe service journey.
The benefits of service design are numerous.  Among the most importantare the identification of areas of conflict, setting the stage for difficult teamdiscussions, decreasing the number of excess outputs coming from business,and the facilitation of better relationships.
Finally, one popular framework frequently used in service design, in-vented by the British Design Council in 2005 as a roadmap with various tech-niques to assist in the creation of products or services, is the double diamond.As it can be observed below in Figure 10, this design process consists of fourstages, namely: Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver, all of which indicatehow the process follows different stages of thinking and development. Thefirst stage “Discover” focuses on gathering information and insights as wellas understanding and defining the user needs. The second stage “Define”centers on understanding all the information from the first stage and defin-ing a clear challenge to be tackled. The third stage “Develop” identifies waysof creating solutions through prototyping and testing them with the differentstakeholders involved. Finally, in the “Deliver” stage, the project is completeand ready to be launched along with specific target and evaluation goals forthat service.

Figure 10: Double Diamond Framework by Design Council (Davies and Wil-son, 2015)
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2.2.3 How Service Design is used in this project
As mentioned in the introduction, this thesis explores methods of how to bestenhance the experience of a fiber-casting machine that utilizes modularityconcepts for different stakeholders. Service design concepts are used in thisproject to understand the topic of this thesis.

This study utilizes the service design concepts as a methodology for thethesis topic to follow. As discussed in subsection 2.2.2, the topic will be usingmethods from the double diamond framework such as customer journeymapping, interviews, and experience prototyping to explore and investigatethe topic. These methods are used to identify experiential aspects of fibercasting modular technology and to formulate artifacts for the sales processthat combine modularity and service design. The methods will be discussedfurther in the next chapter.
However, the literature review and research approach of this thesis sug-gests the combination of the service design methods and modularity conceptsto achieve the purpose of this thesis and explore the topic. The study followsthe service design methods to research and understand the topic as well asdesign and create artifacts. The modular concepts are used to present andarticulate the case company’s fiber casting technology.
Additionally, the literature review on service design and modularity willbe used in chapter 5, “Discussion” to understand how the case company coulduse service modularity concepts in the development of the fiber-casting ma-chine sales process.

2.3 Service Modularity and State-of-the-art
There is vast research that has been conducted on modularity as a conceptand how it can be applied in different fields as discussed in the challengesand advantages of the modularity subsections. Researchers are exploringmodularity from a service design perspective and this subsection will focuson different state-of-the-art papers in that area, how they use modularity,and present the possibilities that companies with services have should theyconsider the use of such approaches.

Pekkarinen and Ulkuniemi (2008) were among the first to implementmodular concepts in business services and considered the concept of servicemodularity. According to them, a modular service must include the followingfour dimensions:
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(1) a modular service that can be joined with other services and is accessi-ble to the client,(2) a modular process that was formed from several service processes andis related to physical operations,(3) a modular organization that can effectively utilize organizational andexternal partner resources as well as flexibly configures supply channels toaccommodate the service, and(4) the presence of customer interaction with the purpose of identifyingthe customer needs and maintaining the relationship.
Additionally, Tuunanen et al. (2012) define service modularity as “an ar-chitecture comprised of several independently working services withclearly specified functions that are shown via a standardized interface withwhich the modular service can be configured and personalized”.
Poeppelbuss and Lubarski (2019) in their study developed a frameworkcalled Modularity Canvas for the initial phase of information capturing of amodularization project process to aid service providers when they are pre-paring to launch a modular service. Its main purpose is to help organizationsvisualize the process of managing service variety and modularity, while at thesame time providing insight on how to best organize their internal quotationprocess. It is composed of eleven areas as seen in Figure 11 that representvarious aspect of service modularity. The canvas is mainly comprised of twolayers, namely: Variety Management and Sales and Service Delivery. Thefirst layer focuses on providing further insights on the strategic decisionswhen building the modular service. Whereas the second layer examines theoperational processes that are present in the modular service at run-time.
The researchers trialed the Modularity Canvas by organizing workshopswith five German industrial service providers from the logistics, wind energyand automotive engineering industries. Each company brought two to fivemembers from different departments to the workshops to sample the canvas.
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Figure 11: Modularity Canvas by Poeppelbuss and Lubarski (2019)
The feedback they received from the workshops was positive with the par-ticipants not only acquiring a new point of view on how things work in theirorganization but also achieving an understanding of the individual opportu-nities that can be gained from modularity. Ultimately, the researchers real-ized that while the workshops are well-structured in providing value regard-ing an organization’s status quo, there is a lack of a systematic method inunderstanding the personal opportunities that can be gained with modularstrategy.
The study by Knop et al. (2019) developed a model that outlines experi-ences for reaching a certain degree in service modularity projects as well asmanifestations of modular services in practice. Initially, the authors beganwith a “model development” phase where they applied a mixed methods ap-proach of semi-structured interviews with 21 German service providers. Theycombined that with existing literature reviews on product modularity andmass customization to derive concepts for the model as well as various hy-potheses for the second phase, “model validation”. (Figure 12) The modelgenerated five constructs, namely: competitive pressure, customer integra-tion, service characteristics, entrepreneurial orientation, and service modu-larity. During the second phase, the researchers launched a quantitative re-search study in the form of an online questionnaire using the derived con-structs and items from the first phase with 258 feasible total responses fromcompanies in various fields in Germany.
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Fundamentally, the model confirmed all the hypotheses and generatedthree observations. Firstly, it was clearly evident that customer integrationhas an overall positive effect on service modularity meaning that a satisfac-tory customer relationship can assist in identifying the suitable modules.Secondly, it was found that service digitalization plays an important factor inservice modularity meaning that companies would benefit from carefully cre-ated, demonstrated, and perceived services as well as the digitalization oftheir internal processes. Lastly, it was observed that the entrepreneurial ori-entation of the company and associated culture positively affected servicemodularity. However, the authors discovered certain limitations regardingtheir study. They stated that their solution cannot be generalized given thefact that the interviews and survey were conducted only with organizationsin Germany. Therefore, additional studies in other industries and countries,as well as research focusing on how service modularity is used with custom-ers and their use of configurators in industrial settings would need to accom-pany the results from their paper.

Figure 12: Research Model outlining the model constructs along with thehypotheses by Knop et al. (2019)
Lubarski (2018) in his paper developed a quotation process method thatintegrates with an organization’s current sales process using concepts of ser-vice modularity. Basically, he proposed how the structure of a quotation doc-ument following service modularity concepts should appear by identifying 15
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requirements that provide IT support when preparing a quote within a Busi-ness-to-Business (B2B) context. The reason behind his paper is due to thefact that the processes in the B2B market have become overly standardizedoften requiring an extensive amount of time, sometimes several months, forthe quotation process to be completed. He noticed that surprisingly there isno reuse of previous quotation documents in the process and little to no useof IT support, while relying heavily on the experience of senior sales execu-tives.

Figure 13: Requirements for IT Support that can be used in Quotation Pro-cess by Lubarski (2018)
His approach was firstly to implement a method for the quotation process,which is split into two phases, namely: Build-Time (long-term strategic per-spective) and Run-Time (every day operational perspective). The Build-Timephase includes customer segmentation, which assists in defining customeropportunities, service innovation and service modularity all of which helpwith the standardization of the offered services. The Run-Time phase in-cludes specifications from the previous phase as well as a Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) process. Following that, a significant Monitoring and Reportingstage gathers the input from the quotation process and reuses it in futurequotation requests to make any changes deemed necessary in the sales pro-cess.  In addition to this, the author conducted qualitative research with 19B2B companies to understand the challenges in the quotation process andidentify requirements for IT support to this process (Figure 13). To enablethe reuse of quotation documents, the author recommends that the proposedsoftware solution not only be connected to the central data storage, but alsolinked directly to the organization’s systems to avoid any data inconsisten-cies. Overall, the author is satisfied with his contribution and findings thoughhe believes that the results do not lend themselves to generalizability, due tothe small sample of companies and would thus require further research.
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3 Methods, Surroundings and Data
This chapter includes the methodologies that were used during this study aswell as the interview template and questions used in the discovery phase ofthe double diamond framework. In addition, it will be addressing the reasonfor asking the specific questions during the interview in the Discover phase.

Based on the competition analysis there are a few companies in the fieldthat use MFP machines with the closest to the case company being Kiefel.The case company differentiates itself from the competition in how the entireplan for their project from the machine to the plant, to the method of sellingthis product has been laid out. This chapter also intends to show the productof the case company, without an excessive technical explanation of the differ-ent modules that are part of the fiber-casting machine and the plant. Addi-tionally, it will discuss the methods being used in this study as well as theentire process for arriving to the final conclusion, deliverable for the casecompany.
Furthermore, this chapter presents the methodology that is used to re-spond to the research questions by investigating the sales process and stake-holders in it through interviews. Also, there is analysis of the data to formu-late artifacts that would lead to visual sales material that would then be stud-ied on their effect to the sales process. Those specific methods described inthis chapter are used to understand and analyze the topic and the stakehold-ers involved initially and later to create tools to represent the technical con-cepts of modular technology in the sales process.

3.1 Methods Used
This section includes the different methodologies that were used during thisstudy with background information about them. Specifically, it focuses on thedouble diamond framework as explained in the previous chapter, and themethods incorporated. For example, interviews, user journey mapping andexperience prototyping, will be explained in detail.

To begin with, it is important to understand why the double diamondframework was chosen for this study. The stages inside the model cover eve-rything involved in the creative process, from researching to defining theproblem, to designing a solution, to testing and releasing the product (Jus-tinmind, 2018). Moreover, it allows designers to organize their thoughts andbecause it is a nonlinear process, it provides the flexibility to revisit the dif-ferent stages making improvements when it comes to identifying the problemor redesigning a solution. Thus, it is a great model in this study given the
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amount of information gathered and constant feedback from the differentstakeholders involved.
Furthermore, additional methodologies that were used are interviews,user journey mapping, experience prototyping and phasing. According toPernice K. (2018, October 18) user interviews refers to a User Experience(UX) research methodology in which a participant, through an interview, isasked to respond to certain questions about a specific area with the purposeof discovering insights regarding the topic of interest. Davies and Wilson(2015) define User or Customer Journey Mapping as the ability to visualize auser’s journey through a given service or product with all its touchpoints,pain points and moments of truth, with the goal being to better understandthe customer’s path when using that service. Finally, experience prototypingrefers to the idea of trying out new ideas or designs for the service with thepurpose of gathering insights from users, improving the final designs as wellas demonstrating to the different stakeholders how the service works.

3.2 Case company’s fiber-casting machine and plant
The purpose of this study is to explore the experiential aspects of the fiber-casting machine and plant of the case company, which are being developedgiven the need for such solutions in the MFP and packaging markets as dis-cussed earlier in subsection 2.1.4 “Market Potential”.

The early pilot designs of the fiber-casting machine show that it containsa wet end and a dry end as seen in Figure 14. In more detail, the machineconsists of the following modules: product handling, transfer units, a finish-ing area, and pressing units as can be observed in Figure 15.  Also, the variousstructures as seen in Figure 16, which comprise the machines are the variousmodules that can complete a specific task, machine frame, and machine en-closure frame to reduce noise generated from the machine as well as increasethe safety of operating it.
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Figure 14: The fiber-casting machine pilot design (Case Company, 2021)

Figure 15: Overview of the modules of the fiber-casting machine (Case Com-pany, 2021)
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Figure 16: Structure comprising the fiber-casting machine (Case Company,2021)
In addition, the early pilot developed designs of the production line work-ing together with the various fiber-casting machines including several mod-ules, namely: bale pulper, cleaner, stock tank, machine tank, refiner, andchemical system (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Pilot design of the production line (Case Company, 2021)
3.3 Interview & Questions
This section includes the interview format for the discovery (user research)phase of the study. Furthermore, it outlines the questions that were asked tothe participants, the reason that those specific questions were asked by par-ticipants, the characteristics of the interviewees as well as whatever addi-tional was done during that process.
3.3.1 Interview
As discussed in section 3.1 Methods Used, interviews are a qualitative UXresearch method with the purpose of finding out more about a topic of inter-est. Adams (2015) describes in his study the definition of semi-structured in-terviews (SSIs) as well as their advantages, disadvantages, how to recruit par-ticipants, the type of questions to ask and how to analyze results.

According to Adams (2015) SSIs are defined as a type of interview whichfeature an array of open ended and closed questions that may often lead toadditional questions to understand the topic deeper such as how and why.During SSIs the interviewer typically has an open agenda and may jump be-tween different topics depending on the participant’s responses. SSIs are
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conducted with one participant with the purpose of being more personal andfor the participant to not be distracted by the responses of others.
One of the risks of SSIs is personal bias in responses from both the partic-ipant and interviewer. Therefore, it is important to select participants care-fully for the SSIs considering how their background and expertise can com-plement the study. Additionally, crafting questions properly with the intentof freely exploring the topic rather than asking to generate a needed responseis important for the study’s reliability and to reduce bias. It is essential tocommunicate appropriately with the participants in terms of time, place andpurpose of the interview so that they can plan accordingly and be presentduring the session.
This study utilized SSIs as a qualitative research method. The participantswere chosen based on their background and expertise with sales and how thecurrent process works at the case company. In total, 4 people were inter-viewed with all of them having a background in sales, since the study hopesto explore what is happening in the current sales process and identify pointsof improvement.

3.3.2 Questions
As mentioned in section 3.3.1 Interview, this study utilizes SSIs as a methodto understand the topic. Questions are a tool to gather information and inSSIs they need to be carefully crafted to not induce any bias and keep thestudy reliable.

The questions outlined in Table 1 below were chosen from the perspectiveof understanding more about the sales process used by case company salesprofessionals. They primarily focused on understanding how the customerneeds are identified and then processed with the intent of leading to a sale.The focus is more on what happens between the beginning of negotiations(i.e. sales pitch) and signing of agreements as well as how sales professionalsinteract with the customer. Questions regarding the experience of the casecompany’s salespeople were included to understand their experience and ex-plore if there are any correlations between it and the sales process. Since thesessions were semi-structured, additional follow-up questions were askeddepending on the participants responses.
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Table 1: Interview questions in the discovery phaseQuestions
How do you identify the need?What are the things that the customer finds important/valuable in each step ofthe sales process?What tools do you use to convince the customer to:

 Make a purchase decision?
 Get in touch with the customer in the beginning?
 Identify the customer need?
 Present a solution that the customer would find valuable?What problems do you usually encounter when dealing with a customer?What would you add and/or improve in the sales process?How do you identify the champions that talk positively about the case company?

3.4 Analyzing Data
This section will present how the data gathered in the study will be analyzedfollowing the process shown in the research paper of Taylor-Powell and Ren-ner (2003).

The way to analyze data includes a five-step process. The first step in thismethod is to understand the data that has been collected. This entails listen-ing or reading the data multiple times for deeper understanding, recordingthoughts and impressions on that data for later, and making sure that thedata is collected in an unbiased way to ensure its quality.
The second step is to narrow down how the data will be analyzed and whatwe would want to discover. This happens by writing down specific questions.Though, the data can be examined with two methods. The first one focusesthe investigation by question or topic whereby data is evaluated based on thesimilarities or differences in the responses of the participants. The secondmethod is to examine the data by individual, case, or group.
Furthermore, the third step is to group information by identifying pat-terns or themes such as specific phrases used, ideas, concepts, etc. in the datafirst and then putting them together into categories that combine them to-gether.
Moreover, the fourth step is to discover similarities and connections bothwithin the previously made categories as well as between them to evaluatethe relative significance, which can be done in different ways. The first one isby making bigger categories to understand the concepts and material pre-sented from a narrower perspective. The second one is addressing the im-portance of categories by quantifying the presence of themes in the data. The
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final one is the discovery of relationships between the different themes to geta better understanding as to why things happen in a specific way.
The final step in terms of how to analyze data is putting everything to-gether and interpreting it. This can be done by writing down all the thingsdiscovered through this process by following the previous steps. Afterwards,it is important to ponder the learnings and what those suggest to the study.

3.5 Study Process
This section will be examining the whole process of arriving at the final de-liverable for the case company including the methods used, discussed above.
Rephrase the first paragraph to address the process of the study and howtechniques were used to arrive to a final deliverable

The study followed the double diamond framework as discussed in 2.2.2Principles, Benefits and Methods. The study began by understanding theproblem and request from the case company stakeholders during the inau-gural meeting. Later, after consulting with the supervisor about the topic, theresearch questions in Chapter 1 were formulated as well as questions to beasked to the salespeople during SSIs as seen in section 3.3.2 Questions.
After the interviews, the data was analyzed, and various customer journeymaps and artifacts were formulated to gain a better understanding of the painpoints during the case company sales process as analyzed in the next section4.1 Interview Results. Discussions were held with the stakeholders to talkabout the project’s progress and direction.
Then, following exploratory conversations with the supervisor, a morespecific direction was implemented focusing on the beginning stages of thesales process.  After being identified as such, this was the area that resultedin numerous back-and-forth meetings between the case company’s client andthe case company. The focus on that specific area would lead to a faster salesprocess and have an impact on the new fiber-casting project sales processsince the customer needs would be understood in fewer meetings. It was thendecided that a configurator tool prototype would be created as it would con-dense and explain more graphically the modularity concepts of the fiber-cast-ing machine and plant as well as engage more with the case company’s endcustomer and gather their needs.
A flowchart of the proposed solution was developed using draw.io andshared with the stakeholders as an image. After iterating the flowchart of theconfigurator tool utilizing feedback from the stakeholders, a wireframe was
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developed using the Whimsical software and shared with the case company’sstakeholders and UX Designer to see if the tasks follow a logical order ac-cording to how the case company would want it to be.
During the final stages, a high-fidelity prototype was developed using theFigma software and discussed with the stakeholders and UX Designer in pri-vate sessions. Separate sessions were held with the other students conductingdifferent modularity research, namely, plant and machine modularity, for thecase company to overview.  The purpose being to determine if the high-fidel-ity prototype - the technical parts that were being researched by them - func-tions as intended and performs in a comprehensible and smooth manner.The process concluded with a final presentation of the developed artifact(configurator tool prototype), responses to the research questions to thestakeholders. What is more, recommendations were provided and sharedwith the case company to ensure the future development of the artifact andits successful implementation.
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4 Results
This chapter discusses the results from the SSIs with the salespeople duringthe discovery phase of the study. Additionally, it includes the results from therest of the process, such as customer journey maps, various ideas presentedand talked with the case company, flowcharts, wireframe and a high-fidelityprototype. The outcomes of this thesis as well as the artifacts present in thischapter will be shown in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
4.1 Interview results
This section includes the results of the SSIs with the case company’s sales-people as discussed in Chapter 3. The interviewees included 4 salespeople ofvarying nationalities (2 from Finland, 1 from Italy, 1 from Austria) and posi-tions (1 Director of Product Sales, 3 Sales Managers) and took place onlinevia the Microsoft Teams software.

Participants generally reported similar responses to the questions askedduring the SSI sessions. In the first question “How do you identify theneed?”, the interviewees responded that they try to identify the need of thecustomer during the first couple of meetings where they present the casecompany’s solutions. The time spent between meetings can be a couple ofweeks to a month. They mentioned that they receive the sales leads from mar-keting campaigns, cold calls and emails.
In the second question, “What are the things that the customer finds im-portant/valuable in each step of the sales process?”, the interviewees ex-plained what customers find valuable at different stages of the buying pro-cess. In the beginning stage known as solution development, the participantssaid that customers find important a solution that meets their basic needs fortheir own respective customers. During the first stage of the buying process,the respondents mentioned that typically potential customers have unclearneeds, no set budget for the project, no team to move this forward or promoteit and no specific project timeframes. Therefore, it is crucial that salespeopledevote sufficient time (several meetings over a period extending from a cou-ple of weeks to a few months) to the customer to pitch and explain the rec-ommended solution and how it can move their business forward.
In the next stage known as evaluation, the participants pointed out thatcustomers find it valuable how the proposed solution really solves their busi-ness needs with a focus on features, customization, benefits and costs. Duringthis stage it was mentioned that the customers - buyers usually have definedtheir business targets, have set a timeline for the project, have assigned a
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team inside their company to move the project forward, have invited com-peting vendors to propose their solutions and have begun a budgeting pro-cess. Therefore, it is crucial to understand what the customer can afford andpropose a relevant solution that can still meet their need without sacrificingquality and price.
In the final stage, known as commitment, the participants stressed thatwhat customers find particularly valuable is the mitigation of risks outlinedin the chosen vendor’s solution. The interviewees mentioned that during thisstage, the customers have a clear scope and understanding of the solutionthey need for their business, have well defined Return of Investment (ROI)for the project, receive offers from other vendors aggressively focusing onprice and have begun analyzing the risks and putting a contract in place.Therefore, it is crucial that a good relationship is established early on at theinitial stages.  This will enable the customer to identify a champion (a personthat speaks positively for the vendor and has influence within the customer’scompany) in order to move things forward and finalize the agreement.
The participants replied to the third question, “What tools do you use toconvince the customer?” (along with the sub-questions), by saying that theyrely on emails and phone calls to get in touch with the customer initially.Moreover, to mitigate the risk analysis, they present product specificationsdocuments, communicate their process ahead, and identify a champion in-side the client’s company, whom they strive to convince for a purchase deci-sion. Furthermore, to identify the customer’s need and to present a solutionto the customer, the participants responded that they utilize the MicrosoftPowerPoint software along with images of their products to show the cus-tomer their product offering and capabilities.
What is more, the participants indicated in the fourth question, “Whatproblems do you usually encounter when dealing with a customer?” thatspecific problems they normally face when dealing with customers arelengthy conversations, inability to find a champion inside the company andof prime concern being due diligence.
In addition, in reply to the fifth question, “What would you add and/orimprove in the sales process?” the interviewees responded that they wouldlike to be able to improve the time which it normally takes during the firstcouple of meetings with the customer to identify the need as well as speed upthe process during the commitment phase, where the analysis of the risksoccurs. The interviewees pointed out that the whole sales process can rangefrom a minimum of one year to several years after the initial point of contactwith the customers. By that time, the case company has rolled out improvedversions of their original solution, which they may or may not propose to thecustomer.
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Finally, for the final question, “How do you identify the champions thattalk positively about the case company?” the interviewees indicated that inorder to find out who a champion is they talk to various people with enoughinfluence inside the customer’s company and then identify those individualsthat advocate strongly for them through their communication style.
Something of great significance, beyond the regular interview questions,which all the participants pointed out was that having good and successfulcustomer projects is very beneficial as they can act as referrals for the acqui-sition of new business projects, especially in the Asian market. Therefore, forthis project the lack of referrals would make it challenging in the beginningto acquire customers.

4.2 Customer Journey (Empirical Work Outcomes)
According to the data from the interviews, which cover the discovery phaseof the double diamond framework, several artifacts (customer journey map-ping, analyzing) were developed to better define the problem to focus on dur-ing the project.

After analyzing the results from the interviews as discussed in section 4.1Interview results, customer journey maps were created to better understandthe sales process, as seen in Figure 18. The interviewees contributed to thecreation of a customer journey map through their responses in questions 1,2and 5 presented previously in section 4.1. The interviewees identified how thetypical step by step sales process unfolds for the case company as seen in Fig-ure 18, which groups together all the participants responses from the firstand second questions. The opportunities and stakeholders part of the cus-tomer journey map was identified by the fifth question as well as throughdiscussions with the case company stakeholders.
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Figure 18: Customer Journey Map of Sales Process
Moreover, another outcome from the interviews was to outline ways sothat the customer experience could be increased/improved. For that part,various ideas were identified, included in Table 2, where they are presentedin detail. Those ideas resulted from responses to the fifth question as pre-sented in section 4.1 as well as in discussions with the case company stake-holders when asked as to how they would improve or increase the customerexperience of modular products.

Table 2: Ideas to increase and or improve the customer experienceIdeasConfigurator tool, which would enable
 Inclusion of the developed product as an interactive online tool
 Tailored solution
 Creation of a solution with customer
 Ideal demonstration of the technical components
 Price breakdown of the component
 Emphasis of the modularity aspectProduct Story around developed productUnderstand customer satisfaction throughout sales process
 Evaluate sales pitch
 Evaluate customer feedback on proposalPersonalized interactions and content on sales pitches

The creation of the customer journey map as well as the contemplation ofvarious ideas that could improve the customer experience led to discussionswith the study supervisor in terms of the direction of this study. The outcomeof the meetings resulted in a narrower focus intended to reduce time spent in
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meetings between the salespeople and the customer in the initial part of thesales process. What is more, it is vital that the proposed direction addressesthe issue of lack of referrals for the new product, which is an issue of criticalimportance identified during the interviews by the salespeople. Therefore,the question that arose was, “How might we reduce the timeframe neededfor explaining the solution and let the customers come to the company witha proposed tailored solution that works for their business needs?”
To achieve that, it was chosen to focus on developing a configurator toolprototype, which includes personalization and modularity aspects, which isthe topic of this study and could present both the technical components ofthe developed product as well as demonstrate the whole product itself in amore interactive manner.

4.3 Flowchart and Prototyping
Since the area of development for the case company was chosen with thecreation of the configurator tool prototype and the journey of their customerswas created, it was time to create an initial idea of how the configurator toolwould flow by creating a flowchart. After creating a first draft as seen in Fig-ure 19, it was discussed with the case company stakeholders and other thesisworkers covering the plant and machine modularity topics, how to obtain abetter understanding of the initial vision and direction of the configuratortool. The initial draft as seen in Figure 19, depicts a simpler tool without thespecific plant and machine modularity details. It was based on the conversa-tions with the case company stakeholders and salespeople, since it would beuseful to include a direct line of communication with the case company’ssalespeople.
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Figure 19: First version of the configurator tool flowchart for both the fiber-casting machine and plant
In Figure 19 it can be observed the initial idea of navigating through theconfigurator tool for both the fiber casting machine and plant products. Thesolution allows the customer to view the fiber-casting plant and machine aswell as understand more about how fiber works in the works through the “Fi-ber Overview” area and even inquire a case company representative about it.The tool allows the case company to manage and configure the fiber productsas well as the fiber-casting machine and plant for the customer and share thatwith them in the end through their view access.
To produce Figures 20 – 22 that depict improved versions of the configu-rator tool flowchart, the following steps were taken. Feedback from the firstsessions were given to create separate configurator tools for the plant andmachine modularity parts of the fiber-casting machine, since they representdifferent products and would not want them to be tangled together. Weeklymeetings with the case company’s stakeholders and with the supervisor were
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held online through Microsoft Teams to discuss how the flowchart depictedthe essentials that would describe each product and help to understand thecustomer’s needs. The flowcharts shown in Figures 20 – 21 resulted from theneed to reduce the time spent between meetings as discussed in section 4.1and to focus on the identification of the customer’s needs to move the salesprocess forward.

Figure 20: Updated version for the configurator tool flowchart including onlythe machine modularity part of the fiber-casting machine
In Figure 20, it can be observed how the configurator tool would be for themachine modularity of the fiber-casting machine. Compared to the initialversion in Figure 19, in this version it was chosen to allow the customer toconfigure the machine model, which adds to his experience and was the ini-tial intention of the configurator tool. Additionally, the customer can makesuggestions that will be viewed by the case company’s representatives andalso access product information and specifications that allow him to make amore informed decision.
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Figure 21: Updated version for the configurator tool flowchart including onlythe plant modularity part of the fiber-casting machine
Figure 21 indicates similar aspects as in Figure 20 with the machine mod-ularity. The only difference is that the previously made machine model is con-nected to the plant model to create a fiber casting plant model that takes itinto consideration. Therefore, in this case the customer is configuring onlythe plant model.
Following several version changes and discussions with all the stakehold-ers involved, a final view of the flowchart was drafted, which split the plantand machine modularity into two different configurator tools. Later, after thewireframe was created, another version of the flowchart, as seen in Figure 22,followed that included more details of the product and combined the plantand machine modularity aspects of the fiber-casting machine. This consen-sus was reached after discussions with the engineers and UX designer of thecase company. It is widely accepted that this version promotes the aspect ofmodularity as well as improving the experience of the potential customers bynot having to interact with two separate platforms.
The final version of the flowchart for the configurator tool contains partsthat are connected to the thesis topic. Those parts include the 3D models ofthe plant and machine modularity with their different modules that can beconfigured by the customers. Those parts of the tool include product
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information and specifications that allow the customers to view what they arebuying, what it includes and how it performs as a product.

Figure 22: Final version for the configurator tool flowchart for the fiber-cast-ing machine including both plant and machine modularity aspects
In Figure 22, it can be observed both the plant and machine modularityaspects of the fiber casting technology. It was decided to combine them to-gether to allow the customer to interchange between them and begin theirconfiguration from either product. This is important for the experiential as-pect of the tool as it allows the customer to create custom products and un-derstand their capabilities while configuring.
Following the flowchart, the low-fidelity drawings of the configurator toolfor the fiber-casting machine were created using pen and paper, as seen inFigure 23, which provided the skeleton and helped in the initial creation ofthe design of the wireframe screens. The low-fidelity drawings were based onthe Figure 22 final version of the flowchart. The solution was decided to betablet-based and web-based in the beginning that’s why there’s resemblanceto both. The wireframe, as seen in Figure 24, provided a preliminary view ofthe direction of the configurator tool. The wireframe screens were developedusing the Whimsical software tool. The drawings from Figure 23 and theflowchart were used as the base for the wireframes as well as informationfrom the case company’s website and other web tools for specific items in thedesign of the wireframes.
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When all the wireframe screens were developed, they were shared with thecase company stakeholders, who proposed changes to how the plant and ma-chine modularity concepts interact. Following the implementation of thechanges proposed in the feedback, the high-fidelity prototype of the configu-rator tool was designed, which will be discussed in the following section.

Figure 23: Low-fidelity drawings of the configurator tool for the fiber-castingmachine
In Figure 23, it can be observed five different sketches from the configu-rator tool. The “Product Selection” part of the tool is depicted there, wherethe customers choose the different characteristics that their product wouldhave before proceeding with the fiber-casting machine. The “Product Selec-tion” is the first part of the experience for the customer with the case com-pany since their solutions can be customized according to the chosen productin that first step.
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Figure 24: Some of the wireframe screens in the Whimsical software of theconfigurator tool for the fiber-casting machine
Figure 24 displays the wireframes of the configurator tool. As mentionedbefore, the design was based on the flowchart and low-fidelity designs as wellas the fact that it was initially intended to be designed for tablet and web.Also, it gives an initial look of how the sign in and home screen would look.

4.4 Final product
This section will be examining the final product of this thesis, which is thehigh-fidelity prototype for the fiber-casting machine.  What is more, it willfeature what this prototype includes, how it was developed, as well as howthe plant and machine modularity concepts are used within it.

The final product of this thesis, the configurator tool of the fiber-castingmachine was developed using the Figma software following the wireframescreen designs and the flowchart as seen in Figures 22 and 24.
The high-fidelity prototype was developed through feedback sessions withdifferent stakeholders of the case company. Various meetings were held withthe UX Designer of the case company to ensure the configurator tool proto-type follows the design system and language of the case company. Feedbackprovided by the UX Designer of the case company on the high-fidelity proto-type’s intuitiveness and simplicity to use was one of the goals from a UX per-spective.  This facilitated its use for potential customers as well as salespeopleand engineers, since the product includes numerous technical terms that arequite challenging for non-technical individuals to understand.
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Feedback sessions were also held with the engineers and salespeople ofthe case company to address whether the technical machine and plant mod-ularity concepts within the prototype are clear, during which, the prototypewas shown and shared with them. After being exposed to and interacting withthe prototype, they indicated in their feedback that the configurator tool pro-totype displayed the modularity concepts in a comprehensible and defini-tively visual manner, which should satisfy their own internal stakeholders aswell as future potential customers.
Additionally, sessions were held with the other thesis workers working onthe plant and machine modularity of the fiber-casting machine. The purposeof these sessions was to understand how to depict and display the plant andmachine modularity concepts in the configurator tool prototype. The high-fidelity prototype was presented, and feedback was given on how the con-cepts should be designed following the modularity concepts. Their feedbackstated that the final product (high-fidelity prototype) not only appropriatelydepicted the plant and machine modularity concepts but also the work theywere doing in their own thesis studies.
A glimpse of how the high-fidelity prototype appears is presented in Fig-ures 25 to 29, with each Figure depicting a different part of the functionalitythat would be supported by the configurator tool. It is important to displaythe developed functionalities shown in Figures 25-29 to show visual materialand simple design is used to display complex technical terms. Those pre-sented aspects add to the experience of the customer as he can create custommodels and products, navigate easily in the application and understand eas-ily the technical modularity terms.
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Figure 25: Home screen of the configurator tool high-fidelity prototype for thefiber-casting machine
Initially, Figure 25 displays the home screen with an option to choose be-tween creating a fiber-casting machine or fiber-casting plant as well as addi-tional options such as an “FAQ” about the two products – machine and plant.There is also a “Fiber Overview” page that further explains the fiber productscoming from the machines as well as the technology used to create them.  The“Contact” page enables users to quickly connect with a case company repre-sentative in case there are any inquiries. Finally, the “Sign In” page is availa-ble for both clients and case company employees providing them with differ-ent access.
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Figure 26: Product Selection screen depicting the possible products that canbe created with the fiber-casting machine
Figure 26, indicates the type of products that can be made at the particularmoment, based on case company pilot tests. It also provides the option ofinserting a personally designed product with its production feasibility beingtested at a later stage of the configurator tool.
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Figure 27: Machine View screen depicting the fiber-casting machine mod-ules of the configurator tool high-fidelity prototype
In Figure 27, a possible fiber-casting machine view can be observed withits different modules, which can be added or removed depending on the enduser’s (client’s) needs or desires. The client is then provided with the optionof downloading the created model in a format of his own choice, which canbe reviewed later. He also has the option of seeing technical information re-garding the fiber-casting machine.
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Figure 28: Plant view screen depicting the plant modules including the cho-sen fiber-casting machine
In Figure 28, a possible fiber-casting plant view can be seen including thefiber-casting machine model previously created. The client is provided withthe option of adding or removing modules to create his own plant, whichwould correspond with his vision and meet his business needs.
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Figure 29: Suggested plant model with option of choosing modules
Finally, Figure 29 depicts a suggested fiber-casting plant model. This par-ticular approach allows clients who are more technically minded to beginfrom a different point by starting with the creation of the plant.  The systemwould then propose a fiber-casting machine, possible products that can bemade and the layout for the plant.

4.5 Findings with respect to Research Questions
This section will discuss the responses to the research questions presented inChapter 1 Introduction. The results to those questions came as an outcomeof the artifacts created during this study.
The research questions that address the topic of modularity in fiber-castingtechnology are the following:
RQ1: What is the effect of visual sales material on the customer in the salesprocess of a newly developed fiber casting machine?
RQ2: Who the stakeholders are, their characteristics, and what do they con-sider to be valuable?
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For the first RQ, the study discovered that the effect of visual sales mate-rial in the sales process would have a positive effect on customers who wouldwant to purchase it.  Positive effect equates to faster sales; the visual materialwould lead to conversations with salespeople of the case company morequickly, enabling the salespeople to have a better understanding of the cus-tomer’s needs, which would speed up the sales process. Additionally, the con-figurator received positive feedback in terms of user experience, expectationsand capabilities from the case company stakeholders. This is another indica-tion that attests to the positive effect of the visual sales material.
However, during the research phase it was discovered that the customerswould firstly need to understand what a fiber-casting modular machine isand what it is capable of and at the same time how the machine works as apart or module of the plant and what products it can create. Therefore, thefiber-casting machine and plant concepts would need to be presented andexplained elsewhere to make them absolutely coherent which would not onlyassist the use of the configurator in the sales process but would also help inthe generation of leads for the salespeople.
For the second RQ, the stakeholders identified during this study are thecase company’s salespeople, project managers, engineers, and customers.The salespeople, since they are the ones that are involved in the sales processof the fiber-casting machine and plant, will be engaged with the configuratortool that would produce leads for them. Also, as they are the non-technicalstakeholders involved in this project, they would need to clearly understandhow the technology and the product works to sell it successfully to end users- customers. The project managers and engineers of the case company are theones who have prepared and promoted the actual fiber-casting machine andplant project forward for the pilot. Additionally, they understand the tech-nical concepts of the product and can explain it clearly to salespeople andcustomers when needed. Finally, the customers, who are the ones that wouldinteract with the configurator tool in the beginning part of the sales process,purchase the fiber-casting technology solution, and create products for theirend consumers.
It was discovered during this thesis that the case company’s salespeopleconsider straightforward and comprehensible sales material valuable, as itcan help them with selling the fiber-casting machine and plant, reduce timebetween customer meetings, and generate referrals that would help to getmore customers. For the project managers and engineers what was found tobe extremely valuable was to have proper documentation of the fiber-castingmachine and plant modules and process, as well as to be able to correctlyinterpret in a simple and coherent manner the technical concepts inside theconfigurator tool.  Finally, what the customers consider valuable is the ability
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to easily understand the technical terms to purchase processes that are sim-ple and quick.
In practice as mentioned in the Chapter 1. Introduction, the aim of thethesis is to define a sales tool that includes experiential aspects of technicalconcepts that includes ideas from the customer journey of the sales process.As soon as the aim is reached, we can begin with the creation and evaluationof the sales pitch and how the sales process will be monitored as described inthe questions below, which will be answered in a future study.

What is the effect of a created sales pitch on the customer experience?
What are ways that the sales process can be monitored to improve both thecustomer and salesperson experience?
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5 Discussion
This chapter presents the results, provides further suggestions for the casecompany to improve the validity and reliability of the configurator tool pro-totype as well as how to use this sales tool artifact to reach their businessgoals. Finally, this chapter includes the limitations present in this study anddiscusses the research questions.

Overall, the configurator tool prototype as seen in Figures 25-29 is highlyadaptable to different clients, business goals and technical expertise. It wasdesigned with the purpose of being used and understood by non-technicalpeople so that it is highly usable and should help reduce meetings betweenthe salespeople and the customers. Moreover, it follows the modularity con-cepts and topic of this thesis as seen in Figures 27-28 that depict the fiber-casting machine and plant.
5.1 Suggestions
As the study came to an end with the final presentation to stakeholders fromthe case company, there are a few suggestions regarding the developed arti-fact (configurator tool prototype) that the case company could take into con-sideration as it starts the development of its sales process for this product.These suggestions can be used to further expand on the developed sales toolartifact or as building blocks for another thesis that would seek to furtherresearch the sales process of modular technologies.

Firstly, the areas of “Fiber Overview” and “Specifications” in the configu-rator tool prototype would need to be extended to include useful and relevantcontent for the customers, as seen in Figure 30. The “Fiber Overview” sectioncould include material on fiber technology and how it is used in the fiber-casting machine and plant. The “Specifications” section focuses on the de-tailed technical documentation regarding the fiber-casting and plant. It is animportant section for customers as it explains on a deeper, more technicallevel what is included in those modular structures. Following the simplicityand ease of use of the sales tool artifact, it would be suggested that the “Spec-ifications” area is designed in a similar manner.
After the feedback sessions and presentations to stakeholders it was com-municated that the fiber-casting plant layout as seen in Figure 28 would needto be rearranged and presented in a more precise and clearer manner. Pres-ently, the design includes a lot of information making it difficult to communi-cate the plant modularity concept to customers. Therefore, it would need tobe further researched and developed with better visuals and more spacing
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between elements to maintain its simplicity and still be easily understanda-ble by non-technical customers.
Moreover, from sessions with non-technical individuals, it was noticedthat the fiber-casting plant part would need to be explained more plainly bothinside the developed artifact prototype and during sales pitches. The reasonbeing that it contains many technical terms that need to be understood priorto a customer knowing what they want to build and buy.
Subsequent to the implementation of the previous suggestions, it wouldbe beneficial to present the sales tool concept to trusted customers to gaugetheir interest and gain insights on the performance of the artifact. Showing itto customers could help to make changes faster and identify which parts ofthe artifact still need further development.
Finally, there are some areas from the state-of-the-art information pre-sented in subsection 2.2.3 Service Modularity and State-of-the-art that couldbe used to improve the experience of the sales process and customer experi-ence of the fiber-casting machine and plant. As analyzed previously, Poep-pelbuss and Lubarski (2019) developed a framework called Modularity Can-vas with the purpose of providing insights into what a modular service willlook like when it is launched. This framework could assist in the developmentof the customer experience of the modular product. The state-of-the-art re-search by Lubarski (2018), which developed a modular quotation processcould help in the improvement of the sales process since it includes aspectsof service modularity and is meant to be used in a B2B context. The methodthat was developed could be used alongside the configurator tool prototypeto further reduce the quotation process and improve future customer experi-ence by reusing previously developed quotation documents.
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Figure 30: Focused suggestions for the case company on the configuratortool prototype
5.2 Limitations
This section discusses certain limitations that were present in this study thatinfluenced its results and need to be taken into consideration when choosingto conduct future research.

Initially, this study required more time for research and evaluation of thedeveloped sales tool artifact. The lack of sufficient time resulted in not beingable to talk to different stakeholders (actual customers) and evaluating theperformance of the configurator tool prototype.
Moreover, undertaking additional user testing with actual customerswould be needed to test the design of the configurator tool prototype beforeit is developed and added to the current sales process. Doing that would in-crease reliability and validity of the developed artifact as this study’s validityis lower due to the lack of interaction and discussion with actual customers.The arrangement of these meetings was difficult on the part of the case com-pany to arrange due to lack of time and an inability to identify the appropriatepeople to approach. Therefore, internal sessions were arranged as it wasmuch easier.
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A final limitation which effected this study is that there was limited timeto conduct the entire research since the initial focus of this study as discussedin Chapter 3 Methodology was quite broad, and it took time through inter-views and meeting with the supervisor to narrow down and identify the focusarea of this study.
5.3 Research Questions
This subsection discusses all the research questions in more depth includingboth suggestions and limitations that need to be taken into consideration.

For RQ1, the visual sales material developed in this thesis could be in-cluded in the sales process of the modular product following a modular quo-tation process from the Lubarski (2018) study. Additionally, the visual salesmaterial would need to be tested with actual customers to identify its effec-tiveness and areas of improvement before implementing, which was men-tioned in the previous subsections of this Chapter.
For RQ2, not all the stakeholders could be identified in detail due to thelack of access to actual customers. For a more thorough outcome, the char-acteristics of those stakeholders would need to be identified from the casecompany as well as what they consider to be valuable, which could be differ-ent in this modular product. Therefore, utilizing a Modularity Canvas andreusing sales material could help in the identification of what is valuable forthe case company’s end users.
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6 Conclusion
This study presented how modularity concepts and service design can beused to create and explore experiential aspects of fiber-casting technology inthe sales process. The study utilizing service design methods explored thesales process of developing modular products. Although it started from awide area of research, during this study, it was narrowed down to the initialpart of the sales process, which typically takes a substantial amount of timeand extensive back and forth meetings with the potential customers.
The entire process from the initial stage to the development of the configura-tor tool was presented in Chapter 4 Results with an explanation of the meth-ods used in this study included in Chapter 3 Methodology. In Chapter 3Methodology, the various methods that were used such as customer journeymapping, semi-structured interviews, the interviews questions that wereasked, how to analyze the qualitative data as well as the entire process werepresented. In Chapter 4 Results, the results of the interviews are shown,which lead to the creation of the customer journey map and the narrowingdown of the research to the idea of focusing on developing a configurator toolprototype. Also, it further discussed how the configurator tool was madethrough different versions of flowcharts, low-fidelity designs and wireframesthat lead to the high-fidelity prototype.

The developed artifact of this study included concepts from machine andplant modularity with a focus on the simplicity of use and relevant under-standing of these technical concepts by non-technical individuals. To enablethis, the configurator tool prototype was developed through sessions withsalespeople and engineers from the case company in conjunction with otherthesis students that focused on the machine and plant modularity areas ofthe product.
As discussed in Chapter 5 Discussion, this study lacked interviews withactual customers that evaluate and provide direct feedback on the developedartifact. This is something that the case company would need to take intoconsideration before it begins implementing it in their sales process. The aimof the study was to define an improved understanding of the customer jour-ney and the sales process with a corresponding tool to present the technicalconcepts in the sales process. The thesis contributed towards that throughthe configurator tool, which included ideas from the customer journey of thesales process as well as the simple definition and display of technical terms.
The first and second RQs were sufficiently covered through sessions withvarious stakeholders, though further research would need to be done by thecase company. This research could include identifying the characteristics of
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their customers, what they find valuable in a modular product and talkingwith them to understand the effectiveness of the configurator tool, whichcould greatly reduce the time for the sales process.
To put those research questions into practice, we can create a sales pitchfor the sales process and identify ways to monitor the customers and sales-people’s experience. This is an area where future work can be done throughanother thesis or research from the case company.
Finally, the developed artifact received adequate and useful feedback fromthe case company stakeholders. However, further development and researchwith their customers would need to be undertaken by the case company at alater stage to further improve the sales tool. This development could focus onexplaining, through simple terminology, both the technical modularity con-cepts presented as well as the specifications of the fiber-casting machine andplant.
Overall, this project presents concepts and ideas, such as modularity andservice design, which more traditional companies could adapt in their salesprocess. The case company would need to take into consideration furthermodularization ideas presented in the state-of-the-art and trial them withtheir customers. The study sufficiently achieved the creation of a sales toolthat incorporated experiential aspects of fiber casting technology into thesales process by taking into account the current sales process, feedback fromstakeholders, modularity terms and service design methods.
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